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The cdetermination of safe levels for food additives has engaged the attention (of scientists since the turn of the century. The first food and drugs
law, passsed in 1906, marked a great step forward in reducing hazards to
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deleteri ous or poisonous substances in dangerous amounts. But the burden
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poisonous substances in sufficient amount to be a danger to health.
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When properly used, food additives serve to improve the quality of food
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or to in crease food production. In the first category are those additives
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that are used to improve storage qualities (antibiotics in chickens) or taste
(artifici;Pal flavors) or texture (as in ice cream or bread) or appearance
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(artifici:ial coloring) or convenience (as in cake mixtures). In the second
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category are those additives that get into food either unintentionally or
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unavoidlably: residues from substances used to increase yields (fertilizers
and pessticides) or from substances used in the treatment of diseases in
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food aniiimals (penicillin in milk).
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?quent to the 1906 law, the use of additives has been growing, but
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Wth cannot increase indefinitely. Although each food with its addiEditorial Staff
tive, if Eeaten separately, may be harmless, several foods eaten together may
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Federal Food, Drugs, and Cosmetics Act of 1938 attempted to control the
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Federa idditives by providing that no poisonous substance could be added
use of a
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was required or could not be avoided in production or
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cases the Government was authorized to set safe limits
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Govern ment. New and untested chemicals may be added to food without
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iew of these circumstances, it is easy to understand why eight bills
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Fro-i the evidence brought forward at the hearings so far it appears
probab] le that the subcommittee will recommend a bill embodying some
or all c)f the provisions of the Administration bill. It is unlikely that the
views C f the National Canners Association, which is ". . adamantly opposed 1to having any Federal agency determine what the American consumer likes or dislikes, or what serves a useful purpose in any food . .
will prEevail.-G. Du S.

